Making an Impact Through Business Ethics

Building leaders, strengthening organizations, and elevating Greater Omaha through positive and practical business ethics education.

1,800+
Workshop participants:
Our values-based learning solutions have been helping leaders create cultures where others feel valued, respected, appreciated, and heard.

978
Leaders from organizations across the Omaha metro have attended our Signature Programs.

EDUCATIONAL WORKSHOPS
Three new workshops were created to better serve the Greater Omaha Community.
- Communicate Like a Leader
- Next Level Leadership
- Ethical Manager

ORGANIZATIONS SERVED
Over 90 different organizations were served by the Alliance which consisted of For-Profit, Small Businesses, and Nonprofits.

Leadership Training
Catalog of 48 hours of ethics-centered training solutions developed for community non-profit, for-profit, and small business organizations and leaders.

BEA Podcast
The Business Ethics podcast has reached listeners all over the world. 21 countries and 80 separate cities across 6 continents. (since Sept. 2021)

ETHICSPACE CONFERENCE
Over 260 people attended the EthicSpace Conference (Nebraska’s only business ethics conference) to ensure ethical conversations are facilitated in a safe place; keeping ethics front of mind.